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1. INTRODUCTION79

1.1 Objective80

The primary objective of this standard is to define the minimum content for remote sensing swath81

data (hereinafter called the swath data model).  Such a content standard will provide a solid basis82

upon which to develop interoperable data formats for this common form of remote sensing data.83

84

The standard has the following goals:85

1. To provide a common conceptual framework for encoding swath and swath-like data,86

2. To encourage interuse of swath and swath-like data through implementation of transfer87

standards within the conceptual framework,88

3. To involve non-federal organizations in the development of this standard, thus encouraging89

broad applications.90

91

1.2 Scope92

The standard defines the minimal content requirements for a remote sensing swath and the93

relationships among its individual components. It also discusses the treatment of optional94

supporting information within the swath model. Under the Federal Geographic Data Committee95

Standards Reference Model (FGDC 1997b), this standard is classified as a Data Content96

Standard.  Data content standards provide semantic definitions of a set of objects and of the97
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future time by a separate standard or standards.102

103

The standard specifies only the information that varies with time or from pixel to pixel.104

Information that is constant for all data points, such as the axes about which platform roll, pitch,105

and yaw are measured or the orientation of individual instruments relative to the platform, would106

be specified elsewhere, for example, in a content standard for remote sensing metadata.107

108

1.3 Applicability109

The swath data standard for remote sensing supports the development of the NSDI by providing a110

common framework for the organization of a wide range of remotely sensed data. The standard111

will be particularly useful for data from scanning, profiling, staring, or push-broom type remote112

sensing instruments, whether they be ground based, shipboard, airborne, or spaceborne.113

114

1.4 Related Standards115

The Remote Sensing Swath Data Content Standard integrates with existing standards as much as116

possible. This standard is an outgrowth of standards work done for the Earth Observing System117

Data and Information System (EOSDIS), part of the Earth Observing System, under NASA's118

Mission to Planet Earth.  As such, it draws heavily on the NASA EOSDIS concepts and data119

model for remote sensing swath data (HAIS 1995), which were, themselves, developed from120
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in no way depends upon them. In fact, it is the tools that rely on the existing EOSDIS data125

model. The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), an international information126

exchange body, has endorsed the development of data models for remotely sensed swath data,127

through  the Data Subgroup of its Working Group on Information Systems and Services128

(WGISS).129

130

The Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) addresses  the transfer of geospatial data among131

computer systems (FIPS 1994). The Raster Profile of SDTS, because it can be used to transfer132

remote sensing data, is remotely related to the proposed swath standard. However, the SDTS133

Raster Profile is a transfer standard, while the proposed swath standard is a content standard.  So,134

while the SDTS Raster Profile could probably be adapted to transfer remote sensing swath data,135

there is no overlap between the standards, because they deal with  different aspects of  the data136

standardization described by the FGDC Standards Reference Model.137

138

No other current FGDC, national, or international standard addresses this facet of sharing remote139

sensing swath data.140

141

1.5 Standards Development Procedures142

This standard has been developed by the Imagery Subgroup of FGDC's Standards Working143
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revised, where appropriate, in accordance with these comments, and the author of the comments148

either notified that the comments had been incorporated or provided an explanation of why they149

had not been.  The revised draft was then submitted to the Imagery Subgroup, and as there were150

no further changes recommended, on the Standards Working Group. The development of this151

standard is guided by the FGDC Standards Reference Model (FGDC 1997).  The Standards152

Reference Model, developed by the Standards Working Group of the FGDC, provides guidance to153

FGDC subcommittees and working groups for the standards development process.  It also defines154

the expectations for FGDC standards, describes different types of geospatial standards, and155

documents the FGDC standards process.156

157

1.6 Maintenance Authority158

The Earth Science Data and Information System (ESDIS) Program of the National Aeronautics159

and Space Administration (NASA) maintains this standard for the Federal Geographic Data160

Committee.  Address questions concerning this standard to: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,161

Code 505, Greenbelt, MD 20771.162
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2.  THE SWATH CONCEPT163

2.1 What is a Swath164

165
A swath is produced when an instrument scans approximately perpendicular to a moving point.166

The path of this point, along which time or a time-like variable increases or decreases167

monotonically, is defined as the ‘Track’ dimension (sometimes referred to as ‘along track’).  The168

direction of the scan, which is orthogonal to the ‘Track’ dimension, is called the ‘Cross-Track’169

dimension.  These two dimensions are fundamental because determining geolocation depends on170

knowing which array dimensions correspond to the ‘Track’ and ‘Cross-Track’ conceptual171

dimensions.  Other conceptual dimensions, such as ‘Detector’, ‘Band’, ‘Channel’, and172

‘Parameter’, also can be defined.  However, since these dimensions are not used for geolocation,173

this standard does not prescribe their usage.  The swath concept can be applied to measurements174

from a variety of platforms, including satellite, aircraft, and surface.175

176

A typical satellite swath consists of a series of instrument scans perpendicular to the ground track177

over which the satellite moves.   Figure 2-1 shows this traditional physical view.  The term swath178

is sometimes used to refer to a single scan of the instrument's various detectors.  For the purposes179

of this standard, however, a series of one or more scans is considered to form a swath.  For this180

example, the ‘Track’ dimension, the moving point, corresponds to the ground track and the181

‘Cross-Track’ dimension to the direction of the scans perpendicular to it. The instrument records182
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186

Figure 2-1 Physical view of a simple swath:187
a time-ordered series of scan lines188

189

190

An example of the application of the swath concept to ground-based data is a radar map.  Figure191

2-2 provides an illustration.  The instrument sweeps in an azimuthal direction, with each sweep192

beginning and ending along a particular radial path.  In this case, the ‘Track’ dimension193

corresponds to the radial path corresponding to the beginning and end of a sweep (labeled T in194

the figure), while the  ‘Cross-Track’ dimension corresponds to the direction of the sweeps195

(labeled CT in the figure).  Note that in this case, the two orthogonal dimensions are those of a196

polar coordinate system, while in the case of airborne and spaceborne measurements, the two197
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Se nsor

CT

T

200

Figure 2-2 Physical view of a swath derived from ground-based radar:201
a time ordered series of sweeps202

203

204

The data view of a swath is that the data are ordered by time or a time-like variable (e.g., scan205

line counter).  Every scan consists of one or more sets of date/time and/or geolocation206

information  (e.g., latitude, longitude), and data.  Each time entry records the time when one207

particular measurement was made.   Each geolocation set corresponds to an individual sensor208

measurement (e.g., a pixel) within the scan, and provides a means of associating the data with209

the point on the geoid where it was taken.  The data can be in the form of scalar values, 1D210

arrays of values (e.g., scan lines or profiles), or nD arrays of values (e.g., scan lines observed in211

multiple channels or profiles).212

213
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Param1 Param2Long ScanLine DataDate/Time

Track

CrossTrack

Lat

218

Figure 2-3 Data view of a sample swath:219
a time-ordered series of scalars and arrays220

221

In this example, the information for each scan consists of a Date/Time value, one geolocation set222

(Lat/Long), two single-valued parameters  (Param1, Param2) containing information related to223

the scan, and a 1D array of values for Scan Line Data (the sensor measurements).  Thus, in this224

case, only one pixel in the entire scan has a time tag and one pixel, not necessarily the same one,225

has the geolocation tag.  Conceptually, each named item can be considered as a separate array.226

For example, in the figure above, Date/Time would be a 1D array, as would Lat, Long, Param1,227

and Param2.  The Scan Line Data would be a 2D array.228

229

Another way to supply geolocation information is in the form of attitude and ephemeris data for230

the observing platform.  In this case, the geolocation data consist of date/time, the three231

components of the attitude vector   ξr (roll), ξp (pitch), and ξy (yaw)   for the platform and the232

three components of the position vector in geocentric coordinates (x, y, z) for the platform.233

Section 2.3.2.3 provides detailed information about how to define this type of geolocation.  The234

data stored for a scan can consist of the sensor measurements as well as multiple sets of date/time235
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swath scheme.239

240

241

Date/Time ξr ξp
ξy x z Param1 Param2   Scan Line Data  y

Track

Cross-Track

242
243
244
245

Figure 2-4  Data view of a sample swath:246
Attitude/ephemeris used for geolocation247

248

In this example, the value for Date/Time has associated with it values for the components of the249

attitude vector (ξr, ξp,ξy) and the position vector (x, y, z), scalar values (Param1, Param2), and a250

1D array containing values for Scan Line Data. Date and Time would be 1D arrays, as would251

each of ξr, ξp , ξy  x, y, z, Param1, and Param2, while  the Scan Line Data would be a 2D array.252

The platform attitude and position data, along with the relationship between geolocation and253

sensor data defined in Section 2.3.3, can be used with metadata on platform axes and/or254

instrument orientation relative to the platform to derive latitude and longitude of the255
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A third way to supply geolocation information, as an analytic function of grid position, is not259

illustrated here but is described in Section 2.3.2.2.260

261

Table 2-1 shows required and optional conceptual dimensions for scanning instruments.  Table262

2-2 shows the same information for profiling instruments, and Table 2-3 shows the same263

information for a combination scanning-profiling instrument, such as the Tropical Rainfall264

Measuring Mission  (TRMM) precipitation radar.265

Table 2-1.  Dimension definitions for a generic scanning instrument266

Dimension Description Comments

Track Path of moving point perpendicular to which

instrument scans

Required

Cross-Track Perpendicular to the track and parallel to the

surface of the Earth

Required

Detector Number of footprints per dwell Optional

Band or

Channel

Generally used for lower level data that have not

been processed into science parameters

Optional; Band and

Parameter are mutually

exclusive

Parameter No physical mapping; generally used for higher

level data that have been processed into science

parameters

Optional; Band and

Parameter are mutually

exclusive

267

Table 2-2.  Dimension definitions for a generic profiling instrument268
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Detector Number of foot prints per dwell Optional; ordering is unimportant

Band or

Channel

Generally used for lower level data that have

not been processed into science parameters

Optional; ordering is unimportant;

Band and Parameter are mutually

exclusive

Parameter No physical mapping; generally used for

higher level data that have been processed

into science parameters

Optional; ordering is unimportant;

Band and Parameter are mutually

exclusive

269

Table 2-3.  Dimension definitions for a generic scanning-profiling instrument270

Dimension Description Comments

Track Path of  moving point perpendicular to which

instrument scans.

Required

CrossTrack Perpendicular to the track and parallel to the surface

of the Earth

Required

Profile Perpendicular to the track and in the line of sight to

the Earth

Required; equivalent to

atmospheric level

Detector Number of foot prints per dwell Optional

Band or

Channel

Generally used for lower level data that have not been

processed into science parameters

Optional; Band and

Parameter are mutually

exclusive

Parameter No physical mapping; generally used for higher level

data that have been processed into science parameters

Optional; Band and

Parameter are mutually

exclusive

271
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quantities measured at each point.  Each point in the data array would correspond to a given276

(Track, Cross-Track, Parameter)277

278

To apply these concepts to a particular instrument, the producer must determine the appropriate279

dimensions to use and arrange them in an acceptable order (see comments in Tables 2-1, 2-2 and280

2-3).  The names given in the tables for the dimensions are meant only as points of reference.281

The data producer assigns the actual names of the dimensions within a swath structure.282
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2.2 The Components of a Swath283

A swath structure consists of three components:284

1. the sensor data,285

2. the geolocation information, and286

3. the relationships between data and geolocation.287

The elementary data structures for storing both the sensor data and the geolocation information288

are tables, arrays, or combinations of the two. A single swath structure can contain any number289

of tables and multidimensional arrays.290

291

The geolocation information has a special role.  It allows identification of the geographical292

location on the Earth surface corresponding to the data measurements for an individual pixel.293

Every swath is required to contain some geolocation component.  Geolocation information can be294

stored as a table, as a series of arrays, or as a combination of a table and arrays.  For example,295

when geolocation is provided in Time/Location form, it is permissible to store values for Latitude296

and Longitude at every  (Track, Cross-Track) grid location in two 2D arrays    one for Latitude297

and one for Longitude    and also a Date/Time value for every scan line or point, as one 1D or298

2D table, respectively.299

300

Table 2-4 summarizes these possible components of a swath.  A particular swath may have301

302
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306

Table 2-4.  Possible Components of a Swath Structure307

Component Type Dim. Comments

Data Field nD Scalar values per Track entry

2D Data Array (scanner) 2D Scan Lines per Track entry

2D Data Array (profiler) 2D Profiles per Track entry

3D Data Array (scanner) 3D Multiple Scan Lines per Track entry

3D Data Array (profiler) 3D Multiple profiles per Track entry

Geolocation Field 1D/2D Date/Time, scan number, Lat/Lon,
attitude, position, Track counter, etc.

Geolocation relationships N/A Relationship between the data and the
geolocation information

308

2.3 Defining a Swath309

The swath structure has been created to make it possible to provide services on the swath that are310

instrument independent.  For example, subsetting and subsampling by geolocation can be311

provided for data stored in a swath structure, independent of the instrument and product that the312

data represent.  Of course, the same services could be provided even if the data were not stored313

according to the swath conventions.  However, the code to supply those services would have to be314

custom-written for every instrument product.315

316
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321

2.3.1 Sensor Data322

The sensor data, which are the direct instrument measurements from which information about323

the Earth can be derived, are the major component of the swath data.  The nature of the324

measurement may vary from instrument to instrument.  Normally, sensor data will be processed325

by scientific algorithms for retrieving useful information. The sensor data, as stored in digital326

form, have the following properties:327

1. Data type.  Examples are328

• ASCII representation of numerical values329

• 8, 16, 32 and n-bit (n>0) binary integers.330

• 32 and 64 bits binary floats331

2. Data structure. The actual data can be stored in tables or multidimensional arrays in the332

swath.333

3. Data unit.  Examples are334

• digital numbers (DN) read from the sensor unit,335

• a physical unit, e.g., wind speed in m/s,336

• a transformed value of a physical unit, or337

• a transformed value of the sensor digital numbers338

Transformed values are sometimes used in order to use storage space more efficiently.339

Sometimes the physical values or sensor numbers are not stored in the actual physical units or340
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344

 345

2.3.2 Defining Geolocation346

In a swath structure, one or more of the following methods must be used to provide geolocation347

information:348

349

• Time/Location350

• Analytic fit351

• Attitude/Ephemeris data for spacecraft or airborne platforms352

The data provider should consult the potential users when selecting the method or methods used353

to provide geolocation information.  For example, for cloud or other studies where the areas of354

surfaces or volumes of elements observed must be known, enough information must be provided355

to the user to allow calculation of the viewing geometry.  Rueden (1998) discusses the question of356

what information should be provided with satellite data in order to make the data most useful.357

358

 2.3.2.1 Time/Location Method359
When geolocation information for a swath structure is provided in Time/Location form, at least360

one of the following geolocation parameters must be provided:361

• Date/Time362

• Latitude and Longitude pairs363
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that listed above into a swath.367

368

Figure 2-5 shows a geolocation table that contains Date/Time, Latitude, and Longitude columns369

for geolocation information for each scan line.370

371

Date/
Time Latitude Longitude

Track

372

Figure 2-5.  Geolocation Table with 1D Geolocation Information Included373

374
Where geolocation information exists for multiple locations in a scan, then the Date/Time,375

Latitude, and Longitude arrays should be two-dimensional.  Figure 2-6 shows two 2D arrays of376

Latitude and Longitude, which for convenience have been combined into a single 3D array.377

Geolocation information is not required for every scan. Having geolocation information only in378

one of every several scans is permissible.379

380
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Latitude

LongitudeCross Track

Track
Geolocation Array

381

Figure 2-6.  Geolocation Array containing Latitude and Longitude planes382

383

 2.3.2.2 Analytic Fits384
When the geolocation information is presented in the form of a function that gives latitude or385

colatitude and longitude as a function of data array index coordinates (Cross-Track and Track),386

the required information depends on the form of the function.  The function may be a polynomial387

or some other function of  the coordinate array position (x,y).388

389

If the function is a polynomial,  then the latitude may be written as390

  latitude amnm n
xmyn= ∑

,

391

and the longitude as392

longitude bmnxmyn= ∑393
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397

When the geolocation information uses other functional forms, then the form of the function,398

definitions of any coefficients of terms, and the values of those coefficients should be provided.399

400

 2.3.2.3 Attitude/Ephemeris Data401
When attitude and ephemeris data are provided for a swath structure describing measurements402

from satellite or airborne platforms, the following information is required to enable the user to403

calculate both geolocation and viewing geometry for the measurements:404

• Date/Time405

• Platform attitude roll, pitch, and yaw angles (ξr , ξp , ξy )406

• Platform position vector (x,y,z)407

408

The data set may provide the platform attitude and position information directly or it may contain409

other information from which attitude and position can be calculated.410

The following information is optional:411

• Platform velocity vector (u,v,w)412

413

The velocity vector may be calculated from successive values of position vector and time and thus414

need not be provided explicitly.  This standard also allows data producers to add geolocation415
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of the metadata, if it does not vary during the flight.  It may be added to the geolocation420

information if it does vary.421

422

Figure 2-7 shows a geolocation table that contains Date, Time, and three columns each  (x, y, z)423

for Attitude and Position for deriving geolocation information for a scan.424

Track

Time xξr ξp ξy y zDate

425

Figure 2-7. One-dimensional Attitude/Position Geolocation Table426

427
Where multiple sets of attitude and position information are available for a scan, then the428

Date/Time, Attitude, Position, and Velocity arrays should be two-dimensional.  Figure 2-8 shows429

six 2D arrays of Attitude and Position components, which for convenience have been combined430

into a single 3D array. Geolocation information is not required for every scan. Having431
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Cross Track

Track
Geolocation Array

Attitude
Position

434

Figure 2-8.  Geolocation Array containing Attitude and Position planes435

436
437

2.3.3 The Relationship between Geolocation and Sensor Data438

The next step is to match the data elements with the geolocation parameters.  To do so,439

dimensions of the data elements are mapped to the ‘Track’ and ‘Cross-Track’ dimensions of the440

geolocation parameters. In order to define the relationship between geolocation data and sensor441

data, two items must be defined:442

1) Dimension definition:  It defines a dimension of geolocation data or sensor data. It is443

required  for each dimension in both geolocation data and the sensor data. The dimension444

definition consists of two parts:445

• Dimension Name: The name of a dimension.  The name could be a string of up to 256446

447
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dimensions and the data dimensions.  A dimension mapping should consist of  the following451

four parts:452

• Data Dimension: the name of the dimension of the data object being mapped.453

• Geolocation Dimension: the name of the dimension of the geolocation object to which454

the data object is being mapped.455

• Offset: if positive, the index number along Data Dimension of the point in the data array456

where the first geolocation value applies. If negative, the index number along457

Geolocation Dimension of the point in the geolocation array where the first data value458

applies, which is useful in cases where the geolocation object is larger than the data459

object.460

• Increment: if positive, the increment along Data Dimension for which there is461

geolocation data in the Geolocation object; if negative, the increment along462

GeoDimension at which there are data points1, which is useful in cases where the463

geolocation object is larger than the data object.464

465

This standard does not specify how the mappings are encoded. The encoding standard466

corresponding to this content standard will specify an encoding method. The informative467

Appendix of this standard (section 4.2) gives some examples on how to use Object Description468

Language (ODL) to encode the relationship between geolocation and sensor data. Those469

examples are based on the current NASA EOSDIS standard for swath data.470
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496
497
498

4. APPENDICES499

4.1 Glossary500
This Glossary is a normative appendix and part of  the FGDC Remote Sensing Swath Data501

Content Standard.502

503

CEOS −  Committee on Earth Observation Satellites.504

Channel −  A wavelength position or range.505

Cross-track −  The on-ground dimension perpendicular to the track dimension.506

Data dimension −  The name of the dimension of a data object being mapped to geographic507

location.508

Dimension name −  An identifier assigned to a particular dimension.509

Dimension size −  The number of points in a given dimension.510

Dimension Map −  The data object describing a mapping between data and their geographic511

location.512

Dwell −  Instantaneous field of view.513

EOSDIS −  Earth Observing System Data and Information System.514

ESDIS −  Earth Science Data and Information System.515

Geolocation −  Geographic location.516
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HITS −  Hughes Information Technology Systems.520

Increment −  If positive, the interval in positions along the geolocation dimension at which there521

are data; if negative the interval in positions along the data dimension at which there are522

geolocation data.523

Interuse −  Use of the same data by different installations and systems.524

NASA −  National Aeronautics and Space Administration.525

NSDI −  National Spatial Data Infrastructure.526

Platform - The spacecraft or aircraft carrying an instrument.527

SDP −  Science Data Production.528

SDTS −  Spatial Data Transfer Standard.529

Staring −  Observation at a single geographic location.530

Subsample −  Data selected from a larger data set by including only those positions at a specified531

interval.532

Subset −  Data selected from a larger data set by including only those positions within a limited533

range of geographic location.534

Swath −  The pattern formed by one or more scans perpendicular to a track.535

TRMM −  Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission.536

Track −  The path of a moving point, along which time or a time-like variable increases or537

decreases monotonically.538
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4.2 Informative542
The material in this section is for informational purposes only and is not part of the FGDC543

Remote Sensing Swath Data Content Standard.544

545

4.2.1 Examples of Dimension Mappings Encoded with ODL546

In the NASA EOSDIS standard, the mapping of data to geolocation is described in a block of547

ODL text that is associated with the swath structure itself.548

549

For example, consider two 2D arrays, one a geolocation array (containing, say, latitude), the550

other a data array (containing, say, temperature).  The following segment of ODL text defines551

these two arrays and their dimensions (section 4.4.2 discusses details of this code):552

553

Example:554

object = Dimension555

Name = "GeoTrack";556

Size = 1200;557

end_object;558

559

object = Dimension560

Name = "GeoCrossTrack";561
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object = Dimension565

Name = "DataX";566

Size = 600;567

end_object;568

569

object = Dimension570

Name = "DataY";571

Size = 200;572

end_object;573

574

object = GeoParameter575

Name = "Latitude";576

DataType = float32;577

Dimension = "GeoTrack";578

Dimension = "GeoCrossTrack";579

end_object;580

581

object = DataParameter582

Name = "Temperature";583

DataType = float32;584
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588

Now, the next step is to define the relation between the data array and the geolocation array.  To589

do so, another ODL entry, DimensionMap, is created.  The ODL code below shows a template for590

this entry.591

Template:592

object = DimensionMap593

DataDimension = <dimension name>;594

GeoDimension = <dimension name>;595

Offset = <value>;596

Increment = <value>;597

end_object;598

599

A DimensionMap entry is interpreted as follows:600

• DataDimension is the name of the dimension of the data object being mapped.601

• GeoDimension is the name of the dimension of the geolocation object to which the data object is602

being mapped.603

• Offset: if positive, the index number along Data Dimension of the point in the data array where604

the first geolocation value applies; if negative, the index number along GeoDimension of the605

point in the geolocation array where the first data value applies, which is useful in cases where606

the geolocation object is larger than the data object.607
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data points2, which is useful in cases where the geolocation object is larger than the data object.610

So for the example of the two arrays used in this section, we would need the following two611

DimensionMap entries:612

613

ODL Code Example:614

object = DimensionMap615

DataDimension = "DataX";616

GeoDimension = "GeoTrack";617

Offset = 0;618

Increment = -2;619

end_object;620

621

object = DimensionMap622

DataDimension = "DataY";623

GeoDimension = "GeoCrossTrack";624

Offset = 0;625

Increment = 1;626

end_object;627

628

In the example ODL code above, a value for Increment of -2 in the first DimensionMap means629
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larger than the data array.  In the second DimensionMap, a value for Increment of 1 means that632

the DataY and GeoCrossTrack dimensions are the same size, and map one-to-one.633

634

In cases where a data object and a geolocation object share the same dimension, the relationship635

can be assumed to be a one-to-one mapping, and there is no need to explicitly define it with a636

DimensionMap entry.637

638

4.2.2 An Example Swath639

This section walks through an example swath to illustrate the concepts discussed in this standard.640

Consider Figure 4-1, which is a representation of a swath consisting of a 3D data array, a series641

of 2D geolocation arrays, and a single, 1D geolocation table.   Data are available at 600 points642

along the track.  Each point can be identified by a date and time of measurement.  For each point643

along the track, there are 1000 cross-track measurement points across it; geolocation for these644

points is given by two 600x1000 geolocation arrays, one for latitude and one for longitude, which645

are combined into a single array.  The data are temperatures at 10 different altitudes and are646

contained in a 600x1000x10 data array, with the dimensions corresponding to track x cross-track647

x height.648

649
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650

Figure 4-1.  Conceptual View of Example Swath, with 3D Array,651
 Time/Geolocation Array,  and Geolocation Table.652

653

Table 4-1 lists the components.654

Table 4-1.  Components of Example Swath.655
Component Dim. Size Comments

Data 3D 600*1000*10 Track Dimension. Always
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Geolocation Table 1D 600 In this case, one field, but

should be several columns

656

657

ODL Code Example:658

                                  object = Dimension659

Name = "GeoTrack";660

Size = 600;661

end_object;662

663

object = Dimension664

Name = "GeoCrossTrack";665

Size = 1000;666

end_object;667

668

object = Dimension669

Name = "DataX";670

Size = 600;671

end_object;672

673
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end_object;677

678

object = Dimension /* the 3rd dim. of the data array */679

Name = "Band";680

Size = 10;681

end_object;682

683

object = GeoParameter684

Name = "Latitude";685

DataType = float32;686

Dimension = "GeoTrack";687

Dimension = "GeoCrossTrack";688

end_object;689

690

object = GeoParameter691

Name = "Longitude";692

DataType = float32;693

Dimension = "GeoTrack";694

Dimension = "GeoCrossTrack";695

end_object;696
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DataType = float32;700

Dimension = "GeoTrack";701

end_object;702

703

object = DataParameter704

Name = "Temperature";705

DataType = float32;706

Dimension = "DataX";707

Dimension = "DataY";708

Dimension = "Band"; /* the 3rd dimension of array */709

end_object;710

711

object = DimensionMap712

DataDimension = "DataX";713

GeoDimension = "GeoTrack";714

Offset = 0;715

Increment = 1;716

end_object;717

718

object = DimensionMap719
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Increment = 1;723

end_object;724

725


